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Q:
Esteemed Committee, if no human life were possible, no incarnation permitted, what
meaning would human existence have?
C:
The same which it already has. Incarnation is an option, not a foundation.
Q:
Is there a universe, or even a galaxy within, where no physical being manifestation
occurs?
C:
Yes, in timelines or courses of events separate from the ones of which you would be
aware.
Q:
C:

What do we derive from incarnation?
Unique experience and knowledge, not achievable otherwise.

Q:
C:

Is the end of life we see as so tragic, ever seen this way from Heaven?
No.

Q:
Why not?
C:
Death is not the end it seems to be. This is the paradox of human life, to be effective it
must appear final, which it is not. This sets the table for a view of tragedy. Death for the soul is a
graduation ceremony, an awards banquet to honor and admire the heroic achievement of
incarnation.
Q:
Since almost nobody on Earth sees that, what is the meaning of life on Earth? The
purpose? The goal? The objective? What's the meaning of being a human, to a human?
C:
Happiness. Do you all know the great sensation of being happy and content? Of course,
you all do, and your moments of unhappiness, fear, concern, frustration and worry are what
frame, support and create the opportunity for happiness.
Q:
Is it possible to be a human and truly feel happy all the time, for weeks, months and
years?
C:
No. This is your true essence of Heaven. You incarnate to experience the alternative. The
ying and yang, up & down. Day and night.
Q:
Will humans ever disappear from Earth?
C:
Of course. Humans have been but a brief visitor and will depart having never been
anything other than visitors.
Q:
C:

We think we own Earth, it is ours and we can do upon it what we please.
Yes, you do.

Q:
This is not true?
C:
Of course not. Simply ask your volcanoes, glaciers, mountains, earthquakes, storms,
rivers and seas, if they operate according to human preferences.
Q:
Point taken. What meaning from human life should we take?
C:
Everything and nothing. What meaning you choose to keep, is a choice only you shall
make, at a time this choice is obvious. Before and after an incarnation are keystones in the wall

of life, but meanings of life can also be had during an incarnation, with equivalent and perceived
superior value. If you choose.
Q:
How do we reach superior value?
C:
Two ways, first through adventure and excitement and then through generosity. Most
pointedly through generosity of emotion. Time spent with others and experiences shared.
Q:
C:

Is religion a good way?
If you want this, yes but it is not a requirement, necessity or an essential phase.

Q:
What is a good way to extinguish the hopes of happiness and contentment?
C:
Be critical of other people, or to them. Complain consistently. Choose to see dislikes and
imperfections everywhere you look and go.
Q:
The press is having quite a day informing Americans of the massive divide across the
nation, worse than ever in American history. Huge quantities of criticism, everybody is wrong it
seems.
C:
The press players saying this must not have heard of the USA's Civil War.
Q:
Point taken, again. Doesn't the regularity of issuing criticism really represent a desire or
need to exercise control?
C:
Of course. It reveals weakness masquerading as its opposite.
Q:
When we all return to Heaven and telepathy, where thoughts are not so easily hidden,
will this aspect of our lives be different?
C:
Of course, and you have just described the prime motivation for incarnation.
Q:
Are all thoughts always open for all other souls to know?
C:
No, you may close off, compartmentalize and keep to yourself, things you prefer not be
shared.
Q:
C:

Do others know things have been closed off?
Yes, if you wish to reveal the existence of the compartment.

Q:
C:

So…we can keep secrets better in Heaven than on Earth?
Yes, and because of this, it almost never happens.

Q:
Why?
C:
Your body will always reveal what your mind contains. In Heaven you have no body to
broadcast what you are.
Q:
Is it possible for a soul to close off or compartmentalize something, yet reveal the
compartment without an indication of its contents?
C:
Yes, of course.
Q:
Why?
C:
To maintain transparent faith and belief in one another. Humans are aware of many
things other humans do, but have no interest in knowing the details.

Q:
C:

What is an example of something a soul would conceal?
Confessions received; forgiveness given.

Q:
C:

We humans do this.
Yes, we know. Guess why?

Q:
Point taken. Are Shift events going to make life extremely difficult for governments in the
coming three and four years?
C:
Yes. Remember, your government is you.
Q:
C:

Thank you, Esteemed Committee.
Our pleasure.

